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PRESS RELEASE 
24th May 2023, Brussels, Belgium 
 

AVIAVIP EMERGES AS THE SECOND LARGEST FBO 
OPERATOR IN SPAIN WITH 17 LOCATIONS 
 
AviaVIP , a leading provider of Fixed Base Operator (FBO) services in Europe, proudly announces its 
remarkable expansion across Spain. With the recent addition of 6 new locations AviaVIP now boasts an 
impressive network of 17 FBO facilities throughout the country. 
 
AviaVIP has strategically expanded its operations to meet the growing demand for business aviation 
services in Spain. By establishing a robust presence across the country, the company aims to provide 
unparalleled convenience, exceptional service, and world-class facilities to both domestic and 
international business aviation operations. 
 
The newly added locations span across prominent cities and regions, including : Jerez, Barcelona, 
Madrid, Donostia-San Sebastian, Bilbao and Granada. Each FBO facility will be equipped with state-of-
the-art infrastructure, ensuring a seamless and efficient experience for VIP customers as well as crews. 
 
"This achievement reflects our dedication to meeting the evolving needs of business aviation operators 
and our commitment to delivering unparalleled service and convenience to our clients. We look forward 
to continuing to provide top-notch FBO services across our expanding network." commented John Kay, 
General Aviation Manager Spain at AviaVIP. 
 
AviaVIP's FBO facilities offer a comprehensive range of services tailored to meet the diverse needs of 
business aviation operators as well as travelers across Europe. These services include aircraft handling, 
fueling, aircraft parking, ground support, concierge services, customs and immigration assistance, as 
well as passenger and crew lounges equipped with modern amenities. 
 
With its extensive network across Spain, 
AviaVIP is now strategically positioned to 
serve the thriving business centers, 
exclusive tourist destinations, and major 
events hosted in the country. The 
company's commitment to exceptional 
service, operational excellence, and 
customer satisfaction has propelled its 
rapid growth and earned it a reputation as 
a trusted partner in the business aviation 
industry. 
 
AviaVIP's expansion in Spain aligns with its 
long-term vision of becoming a leading 
player in the European business aviation 
market. The company remains committed 
to –investing in infrastructure, technology, 
and talent to ensure the highest level of 
service quality for its customers.“ added 
Richard Prince, CEO Aviapartner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About AviaVIP : 
 
AviaVIP offers the full spectrum of ground handling services to “General”, Business and Private Aviation. 
Placing the main focus on customer satisfaction, its committed and experienced teams deliver high 
quality, tailor-made, solutions to meet and often surpass the highest expectations for luxury, security 
and quality of services. 
 
AviaVIP handles ~ 60 000 flight movements per annum across its 48 FBOs and handling stations in 
Europe. 
 
AviaVIP is member of the Aviapartner Group.  
www.aviavip.com   

AviaVIP FBO NETWORK 
51 LOCATIONS IN 6 COUNTRIES 


